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Parameter estimation deals with the problem of inferring a parametric description for an object, a physical process or an
event, given measurements that always come along with uncertainties due to variability of inﬂuence quantities or phenom-
ena. A parameter estimator TðX
!
hÞ is deﬁned as a function of the observable sample data X
!
h ¼ ðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞ that is used to
estimate an unknown parameter h; an estimate h^ is the result from the actual application of the function to a particular set of
observed data. To reduce the uncertainty of the ﬁnal estimate, two types of information sources are available: prior knowl-
edge and empirical knowledge. The latter is generally obtained by sensor observations. Prior knowledge is the knowledge
that was already there before a given observation became available, e.g., it can be that X1,X2, . . . ,Xn is an independent iden-
tical distributed (i.i.d.) sample from a continuous random variable X having a given distribution function F.
It is an adapted combination of prior knowledge and empirical knowledge made by the estimator that leads to posterior
knowledge useful for the task at hand. A lot of results related to the different ways to make the combination have been ob-
tained in the statistical science [1]. Two main streams can be considered: direct probability approaches that consider the
parameter as a ﬁxed but unknown quantity, and inverse probability ones that consider the parameter as a random variable.
Here we focus on direct probability estimation methods by proposing a unifying framework based on Possibility Theory, for
several methods that differ by the criterion used to deﬁne the estimator quality. The paper is limited to the case of indepen-
dent observations coming from the same continuous symmetric probability distribution.
The problem of choosing a good estimator, i.e., an estimator which tends to take values close to the true unknown value,
has been formulated mathematically by introducing various criteria to be satisﬁed. Closeness criteria were introduced before
probability (Galileo in 1632 [2]) and considered early in the probability developments, for example, the absolute error cri-
terion was introduced by Laplace in 1799; Gauss replaced it in 1809 by the squared error criterion which proved mathemat-
ically much more tractable [3]. These have been later generalized by the introduction of speciﬁc loss functions (called. All rights reserved.
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context when one postulates the reality of the indicated cost of errors of each possible kind. This led to comparisons between
estimators on the basis of all their probabilities rather than on the basis of certain summaries such as the variance. This fun-
damental point was already acknowledged by Laplace in 1814 in the Essai Philosophique by his so called ‘‘most advanta-
geous’’ method, in which the error in the result is less probable than with any other method (‘‘Le procédé le plus
avantageux est évidemment celui dans lequel une même erreur dans les résultats est moins probable que suivant tout autre
procédé’’ [4, p. LXII]). Turned into modern mathematical language, this sentence can be interpreted as: the estimator
TðX
!
hÞ for a true value h according to the ‘‘most advantageous’’ method has, in comparison with any other estimator UðX
!
hÞ
obtained by another method, the following property1:1 It is
the estiPrðjTðX
!
hÞ  hjP tÞ 6 PrðjUðX
!
hÞ  hjP tÞ; 8t P 0:In fact, this equation deﬁnes conﬁdence limits for the parameter h that require the knowledge of the error distribution, i.e.,
TðX
!
hÞ  h. Noticing the fact that linear functions of observations from an error distribution with ﬁnite variance are normal in
large sample sizes, Laplace proved [4, p. 348] that the method of least squares, that gives the mean estimate, would be in this
sense the ‘‘most advantageous’’ among unbiased estimates. Gauss proved that the least squares method gives the unbiased
linear estimate which has minimum variance for any sample size, independently of the form of the error distribution (with a
ﬁnite second moment) that he considered as difﬁcult to determine (like Laplace who tackled the problem of the approxima-
tion of the error distribution by the normal distribution). Gauss then deduced the conﬁdence limits by the now called Gauss–
Winckler inequality stated in 1823 for unimodal error distribution with known variance [6, Section 10, p. 11]. Note also that
Bienaymé deduced his inequality in 1853 (which is now named Bienaymé–Chebyshev inequality) for the sake of giving an
additional intuitive argument for the superiority of the Laplace most advantageous method in the case of large observations
[7].
Relating both the ideas of Laplace most advantageous method and Gauss and Bienaymé inequalities, we propose in this
paper a possibility theory based formulation [8,9] of single parameter estimation, which uniﬁes and extends the usual pre-
vious direct probability formulations. Our proposition is based:
– on a possibility/probability transformation, we previously proposed [10,11], that generalises the notion of best interval
substitute to a probability distribution with prescribed conﬁdence levels,
– and on the notion of possibility distribution speciﬁcity ordering [12] that allows to compare distributions in terms of
informativeness (or dually in terms of dispersion) according to the nestedness of conﬁdence intervals.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our probability–possibility transformation is recalled and new relation-
ships with the above mentioned probability estimation concepts are exhibited. In particular, the efﬁciency of estimators
is characterized by a stochastic dispersion notion deﬁned by the possibility speciﬁcity ordering. The approach is illustrated
in Section 3 on the well known (since Laplace in 1812 [4]) problems of mean and median estimations. The advantages of the
possibility formulation, which leads to an intuitive graphic representation, are highlighted, particularly when the sample size
varies and the probability distribution as well.2. Possibility versus probability estimation
After recalling some basics of Possibility Theory and our probability–possibility transformation, this section presents new
relationships with probability quality estimation notions and with stochastic ordering used in actuarial and social sciences.
2.1. Basics of Possibility Theory
Possibility Theory is one of the modern theories available to represent uncertainty when information is scarce and/or
imprecise [9]. The basic notion is the possibility distribution [8], denoted p. Here, we consider possibility distributions de-
ﬁned on the real line, i.e., p is an upper semi-continuous mapping from the real line to the unit interval. Thus p is a fuzzy
subset but with speciﬁc semantics for the membership function. Indeed, a possibility distribution describes the more or less
plausible values of some uncertain variable X. Possibility Theory provides two evaluations of the likelihood of an event, for
instance whether the value of a real variable X does lie within a certain interval: the possibility P and the necessity N. The
normalized measures of possibility P and necessity N are deﬁned from the possibility distribution p : R? [0,1] such that
supx2Rp(x) = 1 as follows:8A  R; PðAÞ ¼ sup
x2A
pðxÞ and 8A  R; NðAÞ ¼ 1PðAÞ ¼ inf
xRA
ð1 pðxÞÞThe possibility measure P satisﬁes:closely related to Birnbaum’s notion of peakedness of random variables introduced in 1948 and which characterizes the concentration of values around
mate [5].
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The necessity measure N satisﬁes:8A;B  R; NðA \ BÞ ¼minðNðAÞ;NðBÞÞ:
Moreover we can interpret any pair of dual functions necessity/possibility [N,P] as upper and lower probabilities induced
from speciﬁc probability families [13]. Let p be a possibility distribution inducing a pair of functions [N,P]. We deﬁne the
probability family PðpÞ ¼ fP;8A;NðAÞ 6 PðAÞg ¼ fP;8A; PðAÞ 6 PðAÞg. In this case, supP2PðpÞPðAÞ ¼ PðAÞ and
infP2PðpÞPðAÞ ¼ NðAÞ . In other words, the family PðpÞ is entirely determined by the probability intervals it generates. In
the estimation context, this fact can be useful when the prior knowledge is not rich enough to identify one speciﬁc proba-
bility distribution for the observations [14].
To qualify the informativeness of a possibility distribution, the concept of speciﬁcity can be used. Indeed, a possibility
distribution p1 is said more speciﬁc than p2 as soon as "x, p1(x) 6 p2(x) [12] (it is the usual deﬁnition of inclusion of fuzzy
sets), i.e., p1 is more informative than p2 (or dually less spread). It can also be the basis of a probability–possibility transfor-
mation described hereafter.
2.2. Background on probability/possibility transformation
Let us consider a continuous random variable X on the set of reals and its associated probability density function f, F being
its corresponding cumulative probability function with F1 its left inverse function F1ðyÞ ¼ inf
x2R
fFðxÞP yg
 
. For every pos-
sible probability level b 2 [0,1], the corresponding dispersion interval (called a coverage interval in the metrology area) is
deﬁned as an interval that contains a portion of X with probabilityP b. In others words, a dispersion interval of probability
level b (denoted Ib) is deﬁned as an interval for which the probability Pout to be outside this interval Ib does not exceed
a ¼def 1 b .
For the same probability density function and for the same probability level, we can have different types of dispersion
intervals. Indeed, we can impose the dispersion intervals to be deﬁned around a same point x⁄, generally a typical central
point of the probability density, e.g., the mode, the mean or the median.
The most frequently encountered situations in practice lead to consider symmetric dispersion intervals of level b around
the median (when it is unique):Ib ¼ ½F1ðð1 bÞ=2Þ; F1ð1 ð1 bÞ=2Þ:Obviously, the dispersion intervals built around the same point x⁄ are nested. It has been proven in [10] that stacking dis-
persion intervals on top of one another leads to a possibility distribution (denoted p⁄ having x⁄ as modal value). In fact,
in this way, the a-cuts of p⁄, i.e., Aa = {xjp⁄(x)P a} are identiﬁed with the dispersion interval Ib of probability level
b = 1  af around the nominal value x⁄.
For a symmetric unimodal (with mode m) probability distribution F, the equivalent possibility distribution is [10]:pmF ðm tÞ ¼ pmF ðmþ tÞ ¼ PðjX mjP tÞ ¼ 2ð1 Fðmþ tÞÞ; 8t P 0 ð1Þ
From any probability distribution family P , it is possible to associate a possibility distribution p such that P  PðpÞ by
taking: pðxÞ ¼ supP2PpxF ðxÞ . This approach is allowed by the fact that Pðmaxðp1;p2ÞÞ is the convex closure of
Pðp1Þ [Pðp2Þ since the possibility distribution max (p1,p2) generates the possibility measure max (P1,P2). Clearly it
means that p dominates all probability distributions in P . In particular, the a cuts of p contains the 1  a dispersion
intervals of all the probability distributions in P [14]. Ideally, the possibility distribution p associated to P should be as
speciﬁc as possible, but depending on P , it is possible that p(x) = 1 for all x. In fact, the possibility representations of
probability families P induced by incomplete probabilistic data is clearly related to a bound for the probability
P(jX mjP x) when the probability knowledge is partial, e.g., the probability density f is not known but only moments
li of the random variable X are available:pðxÞ ¼ max
P2P
PðjX mjP xÞ ð2Þ
subject to
Z b
a
xif ðxÞdx ¼ li; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n;
Z b
a
f ðxÞdx ¼ 1 and f ðxÞP 0The determination of a maximum speciﬁc possibility distribution according to the available information is an optimization
problem but different from the one given by the maximum entropy approach widely used [15]. The maximum speciﬁcity
possibility distribution is also clearly related to probability inequalities. For example, if only the mean l and the standard
deviation r are known, the possibility distribution satisfying Eq. (2) can be obtained from the Bienaymé–Chebyshev inequal-
ity [11]:pBCðlþ tÞ ¼ pBCðl tÞ ¼min 1;r
2
t2
 
:
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The statement of an uncertainty interval about a parameter viewed as a ﬁxed unknown value (direct probability view)
corresponds to the notion of conﬁdence interval [1]. The latter summarizes the parameter estimation by an interval (with
random extremities) containing the parameter with a speciﬁed conﬁdence (between 0 and 100%). Most often the parameter
to be estimated is the location parameter of a distribution function, e.g., the mean. In this case, conﬁdence intervals can be
deduced from the dispersion intervals of the random variable X associated to the observations simply by considering the
random variable X
0
= X  h (in a more general setting it corresponds to deﬁne a pivotal distribution, i.e., which does not de-
pend upon the parameter).
For a symmetric unimodal distribution (with symmetry centre h), the possibility distribution estimator is the following
[10]:phFðh^ tÞ ¼ phFðh^þ tÞ ¼ PðjX  h^jP tÞ ¼ 2ð1 Fðh^þ tÞÞ; 8t P 0 ð3Þ
It uses the full continuous family of conﬁdence levels varying between 0 and 1 and is in the same spirit as the Cox conﬁdence
curve estimator ch(x) deﬁned by [16]:8x 2 ½1; h^; chðxÞ ¼ FðxÞ
8x 2 ½h^;þ1; chðxÞ ¼ 1 FðxÞThus, the following relation comes obviously: chðxÞ ¼ phFðxÞ=2 .
These links between conﬁdence intervals and possibility distributions introduced in [10] have also been pointed out later
in [16] and [17]. Extensions of these links with belief functions have been recently developed [18,19], they are not discussed
here, the paper purpose being the connections with conventional probability estimators [20].
In fact, our possibility estimator may be regarded as a modern formulation of a long standing practice of reporting esti-
mates in the form h^ kr , where k is some constant and r the standard deviation of the observations. Note that this expres-
sion is recommended by the Guide of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM [21]) edited by international legal metrology
institutions, with k chosen in order to obtain a 95% conﬁdence interval. There is no compelling scientiﬁc reason for this
choice. The overriding reason for the use of 95 % is a practical one [1]. It has become so well established that for purpose
of comparison with other results its use is almost mandated. Moreover, the factor k is selected based on the assumption that
the distribution is more or less Gaussian. In the possibility approach all the conﬁdence levels are considered, and if the
knowledge of the distribution is only partial, the maximum speciﬁcity principle (that corresponds to the idea of Laplace most
advantageous method) is used [15].
2.4. New relationships with probability quality estimation notions
New links concern the quality of an estimator that is related to the dispersion (or dually concentration) of values around
the estimate, quantiﬁed for example by the variance or by the absolute mean deviation. Hereafter, a few propositions for-
malize for continuous symmetric random variables the links with the absolute mean deviation, the Lévy concentration func-
tion, and other stochastic orderings.
Proposition 1. The speciﬁcity index [12]: spðpÞ ¼ Rþ11 pMðxÞdx of the possibility distribution pM(x) equivalent to a continuous
symmetric random variable X with mean M is equal to twice the absolute mean deviation: spðpMX Þ ¼ 2:EjX Mj.Proof. Assume without loss of generality that M = 0. Due to symmetry:
Z þ1
1
pMX ðxÞdx ¼
Z 0
1
pMX ðxÞdxþ
Z þ1
0
pMX ðxÞdx ¼ 2
Z 0
1
pMX ðxÞdx ¼ 4
Z O
1
FðxÞdxBesides, as F(1) = 0 and the mean M is ﬁnite, we have lim
x!1
xFðxÞ ¼ 0. Thus we have:2
Z 0
1
FðxÞdx ¼ 2½xFðx01  2
Z 0
1
xf ðxÞdx ¼ 0þ 2
Z 0
1
jxjf ðxÞdx ¼ EðjXjÞTherefore: spðpMX Þ ¼
Rþ1
1 p
M
X ðxÞdx ¼ 2:EjXj.
Thus the possibility transform is closely related to the absolute mean deviation, (and not to the conventional standard devi-
ation), of course if it is deﬁned. Indeed, when the term
R 0
1 xf ðxÞdx is inﬁnite, i.e., the mean does not exist, the possibility
distribution can be computed but the associated speciﬁcity index is inﬁnite. h
Proposition 2. The most speciﬁc possibility distribution pMX ðxÞ induced by a continuous unimodal symmetric random variable X
with mean M is related to the Lévy concentration function QX(x) by the relation:8xP 0;QXðxÞ ¼ 1 pMX ðxþMÞ:
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x0
½Fðx0 þ xÞ  Fðx0  xÞNote that, in a later deﬁnition [22, p. 90], which is the one considered usually, the expression has become:
QXðxÞ ¼ supx0 ½Fðx0 þ xÞ  Fðx0Þ . Here we will consider the ﬁrst deﬁnition, closer to our approach.
If F is a symmetric and unimodal distribution aroundM then, the supremum in equation is attained for x0 =M (see [11] for
a proof). Thus we have:sup
x0
½Fðx0 þ xÞ  Fðx0  xÞ ¼ FðM þ xÞ  FðM  xÞThe symmetry of F gives for xP 0:FðM þ xÞ  FðM  xÞ ¼ FðM þ xÞ  ð1 FðM þ xÞÞ ¼ 2FðM þ xÞ  1 ¼ 1 2ð1 FðM þ xÞÞ ¼ 1 pðxÞTherefore, we have: QXðxÞ ¼ 1 pMX ðxþMÞ. h
Thus, the possibility transform is the fuzzy set complement to the Lévy concentration function for continuous unimodal ran-
dom variables. In fact, as does the Lévy concentration function, the possibility transform gathers probability dispersion inter-
vals, but in a more intuitive way than the Lévy dispersion function, because all the intervals are centred on the mode.
The speciﬁcity ordering is also connected with the peakedness ordering of Birnbaum [5] and to the majorization ordering
of Hickey [23].
According to Birnbaum [5], X is said to be more peaked about h, than Y about h if and only if:PrðjX  hjP tÞ 6 PrðjY  hjP tÞ holds for all t P 0
Note also that the peakedness ordering is equivalent to the conventional stochastic dominance ordering of absolute value of
variables:XPpeakedY () jX  hj6stojY  hj ()def F jXhjðxÞ 6 F jYhjðxÞ
The majorization order introduced by Hickey is used to compare continuous distributions in terms of randomness. Y is said at
least as random as X in the majorization sense if [23]:Z t
o
gðyÞdy 6
Z t
o
f ðyÞdy; 8twhere f⁄ and g⁄ are the decreasing rearrangement of f and g respectively; that is:f ðxÞ ¼ supfc : mf ðcÞ > xg; x > 0 with;mf(c) = k{x : f(x) > c}, k denoting Lebesgue measure on R, and f the corresponding density function of F.
The reason why we call f⁄ a decreasing rearrangement of f comes from the fact that f⁄ and f have the same survival func-
tion, i.e. 1  F⁄(x) = 1  F(x) where F⁄ and F are respectively the cumulative distribution of f⁄ and f; f⁄ and f are also said as
‘‘equimeasurable’’: k {x : f(x) > c} = k{x : f⁄(x) > c}, "c.
When the distribution is symmetric and unimodal, it is straightforward to construct the rearranged density, by simply
shifting the mode to the origin and taking twice the right half of the density. For example, for the normal distribution
N(l,r) having density /l,r, the decreasing rearrangement is /l;rðxÞ ¼ 2  /0;rðxÞ; xP 0 .
Proposition 3. The speciﬁcity ordering (deﬁned by the fuzzy subset inclusion) deﬁnes a stochastic concentration ordering
equivalent for continuous unimodal symmetric random variables both to the peakedness ordering of Birnbaum [5] and to the
majorization ordering of Hickey [23]:pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ () XPpeakedY () X6majYProof. It is clear that if Pr(jX  hjP t) 6 Pr(jY  hjP t) holds for all tP 0, we have:pY ðh tÞ ¼ pY ðhþ tÞ ¼ 1 Prðh t 6 X 6 hþ tÞ ¼ PrðjX  hjP tÞ
Thus: pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ () XPpeakedY .
It is proved in [24] that for unimodal continuous random variables:Z t
o
f ðyÞdy ¼ QXðtÞ:Thus: pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ () QXðxÞP QYðxÞ () X6majY . h
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Thus given two estimators T(Xh) and U(Xh) of a parameter h, T is said to have smaller stochastic dispersion around h than U
has if T is more peaked than U. An interesting consequence of Proposition 3, as proved by Hwang [26], is that if L is any loss
function satisfying: L(x,h) = h(jx  hj),
where h : [0,1)? [0,1) is a non decreasing function, we have:
pTðXhÞðxÞ 6 pUðXhÞðxÞ () E#ðLðTðXhÞÞ 6 E#ðLðUðXhÞÞ; 8LIn other words, T is at least as likely as U to be within a neighbourhood [h  x,h + x] of the true parameter. The above result is
valid for a broad class of loss functions which includes absolute mean deviation ( L(x,h) = jx  hj), variance (L(x,h) = jx  hj2),
and any other symmetric loss function where the loss is at least as large when x is farther away from h than when it is closer
to h. It includes also the continuous entropy. Indeed, the latter is deﬁned as: HðXÞ ¼  R11 f ðxÞLnðf ðxÞÞdx, and the Hickey’s
majorization order implies the entropy order [27, p. 37]. Therefore, for continuous unimodal distribution, the speciﬁcity or-
der implies the entropy order (note that the variance order does not imply the entropy order).
2.5. Relationship with other actuarial and social sciences notions
The speciﬁcity ordering is also related to second order stochastic dominance (SOSD) in connection with risk-aversion in
decision theory: F6SOSDG()
R t
1 FðxÞdx 6
R t
1 GðxÞdx;8t.
In this context, the notion of dispersion is translated into a notion of risk.
Proposition 4. Given two continuous symmetric random variables X and Y with the same ﬁnite expected value, we have:
pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ ) X6SOSDY .Proof. Let F and G be the distributions associated to X and YZ t
1
FðxÞdx 6
Z t
1
GðxÞdx is equivalent to : VðtÞ ¼
Z t
1
ðFðxÞ  GðxÞÞdx 6 0; 8tThe derivative V0(t) is such that V0(t) = F(t)  G(t) 6 0, "t 6 0 due to pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ . Thus V is decreasing, and since V(1) = 0,
then "t 6 0, V(t) 6 0. By a symmetric reasoning, "tP 0, V(t) 6 0, which completes the proof. h
Note that as peakedness is deﬁned around the mode and SOSD around the mean, the proposition is probably not true for
asymmetric distributions.
A link exists also with the Value at Risk notion VaR a(X); this notion already underlines the actuarial works of Condorcet
and Laplace [28] and widely used since 1990 for selecting portfolios that would, in some sense, optimize reward for a given
level of risk.
VaRa(X) is deﬁned by the 1  a quantile of X, i.e.:
PðX > VaRaðXÞÞ ¼ 1 aIt is easy to see that for symmetric continuous random variables:pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ ) VaRaðXÞP VaRaðYÞ; 8a 2 ½0;1:
For example, if the VaR on an asset is $100 million at a one-week, 95% conﬁdence level, there is a only a 5% chance that the
value of the asset will drop more than $100 million over any given week. In a way similar to the probability levels of con-
ﬁdence intervals, the possibility approach avoids to consider only one arbitrary level of risk (5% in the example) and allows to
consider all the levels in one function.
The speciﬁcity ordering is also related to notions of social science, i.e., the Lorenz curve [29] and the Gini index [30]. The
Gini index is a measure of statistical dispersion most prominently used as a measure of inequality of wealth distribution. A
low Gini index indicates a more egalitarian wealth distribution, while a high Gini index indicates more unequal distribution.
The mathematical deﬁnitions of the Lorenz curve and the Gini index are:LXðtÞ ¼ 1EðXÞ
Z t
O
FðxÞdx and GðXÞ ¼ 1 2
Z 1
O
LXðtÞdtIn fact, Lorenz dominance order is equivalent to second order stochastic dominance for distributions with the same expected
values [27]. Thus, we have by Proposition 4 for continuous symmetric random variables X and Y with the same ﬁnite
expected value:pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ ) LXðxÞ 6 LYðxÞ;8x and;pMX ðxÞ 6 pMY ðxÞ ) GðXÞP GðYÞ:
Therefore, the stochastic ordering based on greater possibility speciﬁcity is indeed a general variability or dispersion order-
ing, but the above implications are not location free.
Fig. 1. Possibility mean estimators for Gauss (solid) and Cauchy (dot) probability distributions (n = 1,3,5).
Fig. 2. Possibility mean estimators for Laplace (solid) and Cauchy (dot) probability distributions (n = 1,3,5).
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To illustrate the preceding developments, we consider hereafter the case of a location parameter from a continuous sym-
metric distribution function. This situation is often encountered in physical entity measurements where the variability of
observations is due to variability of inﬂuence quantities or phenomena [3]. The purpose here being not to exhaustively com-
pare the potential estimators, we limit our description to common mean and median estimators that have been considered
since Laplace2, who used the variance and the absolute mean deviation to compare them (a technique already in use). Note also
that Fréchet introduced in 1940 [31] another measure of comparison, i.e., half the length of the interquartile interval. The latter
is in fact the 0.25-cut of our possibility estimator.
Based on our possibility approach, we shed new light hereafter on the old debate between mean and median estimators,
especially for small sample sizes. In the following examples, we assume without loss of generality that the centre of the dis-
tribution h = 0.3.1. Mean estimator
Suppose X1,X2, . . . ,Xn are an i.i.d. sample from a distribution F. The sample mean estimator is deﬁned: h
_
n ¼
Pn
i¼1Xi
 
=n.
Generally, the Gauss distribution with a standard deviation r is used for F, because, in this case the distribution of the
mean estimator is also Gaussian with a reduced standard deviation r=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
. The possibility distributions associated to such
mean estimators for n = 1,3,5 and r = 1 are plotted Fig. 1. As expected, the larger the sample size the more speciﬁc the pos-
sibility distribution.
A similar effect is observed for a Laplace (double-exponential) probability distribution (see Fig. 2 (r = 1)). Note that the
distribution of h
_
n is no longer a Laplace distribution but a convex combination of v2 distributions [32] that leads by applying
Eq. (3) to the following equivalent possibility distribution:2 The median estimator corresponds to the ‘‘method of situation’’ of Laplace [4].
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Xn
i¼0
i
i 1
 
2nþi1
1 Fv22n2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jxj
 
8xP 0; plðnÞðxÞ ¼ 2
Xn
i¼0
i
i 1
 
2nþi1
1 Fv22n2
  ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jxj
 Let us now consider that the sample data stem from a Cauchy distribution with a scaling parameter of 1: f ðxÞ ¼ 1pð1þx2Þ .
This distribution has no ﬁnite moments, but the median exists and can be used as a measure of central tendency. Accord-
ing to Eq. (1), the equivalent possibility distribution is deﬁned by:8x 6 0; pCðxÞ ¼ 1þ 2p arctgðxÞ
8xP 0; pCðxÞ ¼ 1 2p arctgðxÞThe probability distribution of the mean estimator is also a Cauchy distribution with a scale parameter of 1, i.e., the same
distribution [1]. Thus the possibility distribution of the mean estimator of any size of data is the same as the one obtained
for a single data point. Therefore the speciﬁcity is not improved by increasing the sample size. Note that this is not in con-
tradiction with the central limit theorem since the latter considers only distributions with ﬁnite variance (which is not the
case of the Cauchy distribution).3.2. Median estimator
Let Mn be the sample median of X1,X2, . . . ,Xn, h being the median of the distribution F from which the sample data are
issued. For n odd, we have the following relationship [33, p. 8]:PðMn  hP xÞ ¼
Xðn1Þ=2
i¼0
i
n
 
FðxÞið1 FðxÞÞniTherefore the expression of the possibility distribution of median estimator is by applying Eq. (3):8x 6 h;pThðXÞðxÞ ¼ 2ð1
Xðn1Þ=2
i¼0
i
n
 
FðxÞið1 FðxÞÞniÞ
8xP h;pThðXÞðxÞ ¼ 2
Xðn1Þ=2
i¼0
i
n
 
FðxÞið1 FðxÞÞniThe possibility median estimators for Gauss, Laplace and a Cauchy distribution are plotted respectively in Figs. 3–5 for
n = 1,3,5 .
Note that the speciﬁcity increases with the sample size for the three distributions, which is remarkable for the Cauchy
distribution.Fig. 3. Possibility median estimators for Gauss distributions (n = 1,3,5).
Fig. 4. Possibility median estimators for Laplace distributions (n = 1,3,5).
Fig. 5. Possibility median estimators for Cauchy distributions (n = 1,3,5).
Fig. 6. Possibility median and mean estimators for Gauss (solid) and Laplace (dot) distributions (n = 1).
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The preceding results show that the speciﬁcity of the possibility distribution associated to a median estimator increases
with the sample size (with odd data) even for a long tail probability distribution such as the Cauchy distribution. It is not the
case for the mean estimators. This indicates that the median estimator is in some cases better. Hereafter are plotted in Fig. 6–
8, the possibility mean and median estimators for n = 1,5 observations from Gauss and Laplace distributions with unit stan-
dard deviation.
For n = 1, there is no speciﬁcity ordering between them (the variances are the same). For nP 3, the possibility distribution
of the mean estimators for a Gauss distribution is more speciﬁc than the possibility distribution of the mean estimator for a
Fig. 7. Possibility mean estimators for Gauss (solid) and Laplace (dot) distributions (n = 5).
Fig. 8. Possibility median estimators for Gauss (solid) and Laplace (dot) distributions (n = 5).
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speciﬁc than the possibility distribution of the median estimator for a Gauss distribution.
Extending the above results to more general family of probability distributions still hold requires more investigations. It
seems that for any unimodal probability distribution, the possibility median estimator for 2n + 1 data points is more speciﬁc
than the mean estimator for 2n data points.4. Conclusion
The paper has presented new unifying links between continuous symmetric probability and symmetric possibility distri-
butions. The interest of the possibility approach in the context of parameter estimation has been highlighted through the
powerful concept of speciﬁcity ordering of possibility distributions, a concept already underlying the Laplace ‘‘most advan-
tageous’’ method. Our possibility theory based estimator generalizes thus usual direct-probability estimators such as the
least square deviation estimator. The possibility distribution also allows well founded and intuitive graphic comparisons
between different estimators, e.g., mean and median as illustrated on common examples.
Further developments should consider independent data sample from dissymmetric distributions, from non identical dis-
tributions, and also dependent data sample. Possibility formulations of other direct probability estimators as well as inverse-
probability estimators constitute interesting points of future studies.
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